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The above video contains an astrological overview for the week
of 2nd October 2017.
To get this week’s video horoscope for your specific zodiac
sign, click on the link corresponding to your sign:

Aries | Taurus | Gemini | Cancer | Leo |
Virgo | Libra | Scorpio | Sagittarius |
Capricorn | Aquarius | Pisces
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The week begins with the Sun, Mercury, and Jupiter for one
last full week all in the sign of Libra. On the face of it
this gives us an opportunity to try to reach better agreements
and understandings with other people. And with Venus and Mars
continuing to combine in Virgo, if we put our mind to helping
people in practical and supportive ways there is every chance
we can.
But Jupiter is opposed by the random influence of Uranus, and
this aspect can create a degree of rebellion, outspokenness,
and a more assertive vibe than would be thought to be to do
with Libra. But we must always remember that this zodiac sign
is Cardinal and therefore quite powerful, in a way which some
people may not always appreciate. And Libra that is roused,

can be just as feisty as a member of the opposite sign of
Aries.
And that brings us to the Full Moon which occurs on Thursday.
And the balance between doing what’s right for other people
and the diplomacy which often comes in the energy of Libra is
challenged by the more forthright more self-possessed vibe of
this Aries Full Moon.
Furthermore from Friday through to the end of the week, the
Sun starts to clash with Pluto. But the interesting thing
about all these influences is that they’re all Cardinal, so
the potential for power battles either within ourselves
ironically about what we really want and are prepared to
sacrifice to achieve, and the needs of other people can become
really very potent. There may also be perceived issues around
fairness and authority. So a resentment of authority or
perhaps over use of authority. The Sun in Libra is about
balance and fairness, whereas Capricorn the status quo and
traditional power. For more information or to watch your
zodiac sign Weekly Video forecast or join me at
https://www.patrickarundell.com/horoscopes
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